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Project Background
The community in Ward 20 has shown interest in an outdoor fitness pod within a local park.
Through public consultation, the City has identified three locations for the fitness pod and will
select one location based on feedback from an online survey. The proposed locations are
Birchmount Community Centre, Harrison Properties and Harding Parkette.
Minor adjustments may need to be made to the configuration and layout of the equipment based
on the located selected by the community. The equipment components for the fitness pod are
easily adaptable and have no moving parts, which increases the equipment's overall safety and
minimizes the need for frequent maintenance.

Survey Objectives
The City conducted an online survey to obtain feedback from community members to inform the
location of the outdoor fitness pod. Survey participants were given the opportunity to review the
three proposed fitness pod locations and choose their favourite. Information was also provided
on the fitness equipment components and configuration.
The survey was available to complete online from August 18 to September 10, 2020. The
survey received a total of 682 responses.
The feedback from the survey will inform the final location of the outdoor fitness pod.

Notification
The online survey was promoted through the following channels:
•
•
•

Facebook and Instagram advertisements targeting area residents
Signage at each proposed location (3 total)
Project webpage: www.toronto.ca/Ward20Fitness

Key Feedback Highlights – Fitness Pod Location
-

682 total survey responses
56% of respondents selected Birchmount Community Centre as their preferred location
for the outdoor fitness pod, of which 15% visit the location a couple times a month
31% of respondents selected Harrison Properties as their preferred location for the
outdoor fitness pod, of which and 12% visit the location a couple times a month
14% of respondents selected Harding Parkette as their preferred location for the outdoor
fitness pod, of which 11% visit the location a couple times a month

Detailed Feedback: Preferred Location
After selecting their preferred location for the outdoor fitness pod, respondents were asked to
explain their choice. This question was optional and received 448 responses, of which 249
comments were in favour of Birchmount Community Centre, 142 comments in favour of
Harrison Properties and 75 comments in favour of Harding Parkette.
Note: some respondents indicated that they were concerned that Harrison Properties and
Harding Parkette would have a higher likelihood of being vandalized or underutilized by the
community due to the remoteness of their location.
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Birchmount Community Centre Feedback
The following themes emerged from respondents who selected Birchmount Community Centre
as their preferred location for the outdoor fitness pod.
-

Access to free parking
Access to public washrooms
Access to public transit and Wheel-Trans
Street visibility
Location, proximity to Community Centre
Safety

A majority of respondents preferred this location due to the convenience offered by the existing
services and amenities of the community centre and nearby Birchmount Track. Many
respondents mentioned that the fitness pod could be easily utilized by parents/caregivers
supervising their children at the on-site playground or those waiting for their child while in
recreation programs. Accessibility for lower income populations who do not have access to a
vehicle and travel by TTC or Wheel-Trans was a very important theme. Some respondents
mentioned that a fitness pod would have good street visibility in this location, thus ensuring
usership and improving safety for all users, especially females exercising alone.
Some preferred this location as they did not want to disturb the nature and greenspace of
Harrison Properties and Harding Parkette. Overall, this location was selected as it would
complement the existing infrastructure, be accessible for all members of the community and add
to the concept of Birchmount Community Centre being a "community hub."

Harrison Properties Feedback
The following themes emerged from respondents who selected Harrison Properties as their
preferred location for the outdoor fitness pod.
-

Surrounding nature and green space (Lake Ontario)
Proximity to the Toronto Waterfront Trail
Trees and shade
Privacy and quiet
The size (more open space)

A majority of respondents preferred this location as the surrounding trees and nature would
provide needed shade from the sun. Some respondents noted that this location has more open
space than Harding Parkette while most commented that Birchmount Community Centre would
experience overcrowding if a fitness pod was added to the site. The quietness of this location,
proximity to the surrounding nature trails and space available were the dominant themes for this
location. The existing foot traffic already experienced at this location by trail users and dog
walkers would complement the addition of a fitness pod.

Harding Parkette Feedback

The following themes emerged from respondents who selected Harding Parkette as their
preferred location for the outdoor fitness pod.
-

Privacy
Quiet
Proximity to residential homes

Some respondents preferred this location due to its remoteness, which would provide a more
comfortable experience for those who prefer privacy during exercise. Most comments
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expressed that there are very few workout options and exercise facilities in the area and adding
a fitness pod would encourage community togetherness and activate the park to drive foot traffic
in a positive way.
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Appendix A: Quantitative Response Summary

Demographics
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Appendix B: Proposed Location Options
Three location options were presented in the online survey. The survey indicated that there may
be minor adjustments made to the configuration and layout of the fitness equipment based on
the location selected.

Overview of the three locations options for the outdoor fitness pod in Ward 20.
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Location 1 – Birchmount Community Centre

Birchmount Community Centre is located at 93 Birchmount Road, near Birchmount Road and
Danforth Avenue. The proposed fitness pod would be located near the front entrance of the
community centre, which has high street visibility and is in close proximity to the existing
playground, shade structure and the Birchmount Track. Due to the proximity to the community
centre, this location provides opportunities for adult and family programming and offers free
accessible parking for those using the facility.
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Location 2 – Harrison Properties

Harrison Properties is a small park located at 1845 Kingston Road, near Kingston Road and
Lakehurst Drive. The park is along the Bluffs edge and the Toronto Waterfront Trail alignment.
The fitness pod would be located at the south-west area of the park and in view of Lake Ontario.
Trail users will have easy access to the fitness pod at this proposed location.
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Location 3 – Harding Parkette

Harding Parkette is a small park located at the corner of Harding Boulevard and Kingsbury
Crescent. The park is along the Bluffs edge and the Toronto Waterfront Trail alignment. The
fitness pod would be located in close proximity to the neighbouring streets and would be in view
of Lake Ontario. Trail users and local residents will have easy access to the fitness pod at this
proposed location.
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Appendix C: Comments
Respondents were asked to select one location for the outdoor fitness pod and to explain their
choice.

Respondents who selected Birchmount Community Centre:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Availability of parking at the Community centre makes this the obvious choice!
Located at the Birchmount centre it would be available for many more people.
It makes sense to locate at the community center becsuse of the parking available.
Birchmount has amenities for all ages and abilities this will only further reinstate the
accessibility of a community centre like Birchmount.
There is parking. There is good visability and space i.e. open land to ensure safety of
users.
Harding Parkette is too small for this structure, and the location is right beside
someone's home. There are already facilities in place at Birchmount Community Centre,
and a proven population that would use the equipment. Harrsion Properties is a lovely
walking trail and outside space for families for picnics or play a fitness pod would be out
of place, and I suspect, underused in that location.
Existing recreational infrastructure, available parking already at the community center
Washroom facilities, ample and accessible parking, paved walkways for those with
mobility issues, supervised, maintained, easy access for emergency vehicles and police,
well lit, full facility accessibility while using outdoor equipment
Central location, available parking & size of location. The two other locations do not
have suitable parking & are not in appropriate locations for everyone. Community centre
is centralized
More central
It makes sense to have the fitness park near Birchmount Park where one can also utilize
for complete workouts.
Parking, easy access
Most optimal utilization of the space provided in addition to a commonly visited area with
children therefore making exercising with children more accessible
Birchmount has parking and lots of available space.the other two locations would be
problematic if someone wished to drive to the exercise pod.
easier access that compliments activities in that vicinity
Easier to get to by public transit. Has loads of parking. And has other related amenities.
It is near other community activities. Harding seems too small for the equipment. And
Harrison is also an illogical place to put it.
Already an activity hub/destination, and the other two locations are tranquil and should
be respected as such.
It has everything we need for our community centre in one spot.
I think it would be great at birchmount community centre as there is easy access , lots of
parking and I see people all around working out with bands around trees and doing hill
sprints they would love this ,hartison properties has no parking , and is too off the beaten
track .hardening parkette too close to the bluffs
and again parking
is limited
o A portion of this comment has been blacked out as it contains personal
information.
Already a community center and does not draw unwanted to traffic to residential areas
(see other comments)
Already has a variety of fitness areas/elements, better parking.
Most logical location given the foot traffic that is already there. The other 2 are green
spaces that should be left alone
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Its the most logical choice as it contains current fitness facilities and would be a great
addition to the present configuration
Harding Parkett is a small parkette that I use on a daily basis. It is a tiny piece of green
space in my immediate neighborhood. Birchmount community centre is a local hub for
activity and seems a more usable space while maintaining the tiny neighborhood green
space of the other two spots. We do not want to loose half of our green space
As community center deal many people everyday. Moreso it will better day to days
maintenance
Will get a lot of use in this area
Convenient location, away from residential areas, parking more feasible, less disruptive
to neighborhood
Located at BCC makes sense to me, with the playground right there, parents could
exercise while their kids play, the track and large park close by also allows for room to
run, run hills, and just generally incorporate other exercise options into your routine as
well. Not to mention the parking options for people that choose to come from further
distances to use the equipment.
Easier to access. Next to other fittness activities. Other locations too out of the way.
There is more parking at Birchmount Community Centre. The location is ideal and will
be a great addition to the other amenities available
I think this is the most appropriate place for the fitness equipment, it is the least
residential of the 3 locations and has the most access to parking if people were to drive
to the equipment, providing for the best access to the equipment for the overall
community.
Logical place is the Birchmount Community Centre which is already dedicated to fitness.
The other locations are residential and do not need the action and noise that a fitness
pod would bring.
Better access for the greater community and located near other fitness facilities.
closer to park so kids can play also easier to park
We already have this vast area perfect for adding this, and lots of off street parking. Why
wreck those other two.areas which are quiet respite, natural areas and have to.wreck
sidestreets with more parked cars!t
Theses fitness pods create a lot of noise and influx of strangers into communities.
Absolutely do not put this adjacent to residences. It is common sense. 99% of the users
to these fitness parks are MEN and it creates an unsafe environment for single women
who wish to enjoy the park. A fitness pod destroyed our small park located at 10 stadium
road. Music is blaring at 10am and late into the night. The only place safe to install a
fitness pod is beside the community centre.
It has the appropriate space, fits in nicely with the existing services available and draws
the most foot traffic for maximum usage.
This location would provide the most useage + parking
It’s better suited and will get more use
I think it would get the most use here due to the proximity to the community centre, the
schools and the field. But I also love the Harding Parkette location as there is nothing
else there.
Easier to get to
More accessible then the other 2 locations
Better access for all and visibility beyond the neighborhood
This is most accessible to the most people. The other two options are south of kingston
and would likely have limited use for local residents.
It has easy access and is easily reached by bus, bike, car or on foot
Because we’re all out of shape in this area.
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Closer to more members of community. Easy access by car and bicycle and parking.
Next to a community Center provide space for cooling off on cold days and washroom
facilities
Parking
Closest
More central
More public, easy access for people of all ages. The other locations are pockets in
wealthy residential neibourhoods (where the majority of SWScarbrough community
residents do not venture). I feel like everyone should have free acess.
I can use it while my kids play at the neaby playground
Is a spot that many people & families already are aware of & visor. I feel it will get more
use here. Plus would like to keep the other 2 locations as green spaces
Easiest accessable for all modes of transportation. Plus the space is large enough to
allow for social distancing.
Close to runnings track and community centre
This area is near a facility that provides access to other needs and expands the park
facility that exists there.
Birchmount Centre is well known and a busy area anyway. There is ample parking. I
think more people would come to this location over the other two...I know I would.
Fits in with the swimming pool
Parking, accessible to all. Other amenities close by. Eg. Your child us taking swimming
lessons and you can use the equipment close by.
Easy access for those with mobility issues
Convenient to transit. Is already a hub for other sports.
Closer to other amenities.
Location accessibility and range of other amenities for the wider family at this location.
The other two parks are best left as green spaces. They are well used for walking and
sitting and contemplating nature. The Birchmount location is already a hub for sports and
exercise. Leave the others as untouched land. That would be special.
close to a kids park so I can let them play while I work out. Also the other 2 locations are
very out of the way and I question if they would be used as much as a more visible
location
The other two possibilities are in areas with a lot more to offer, in the way of hiking,
swimming etc. The Birchmount area needs something of this sort to encourage more
active participation by citizens.
It has parking and has other fitness in the area: swimming, skating, yoga, track but it
should be enclosed for 365 day use
Easier access and parking
This location offers the most accessibility for individuals as well as families. It also does
not result in additional traffic and parking issues that would occur in the other 2 locations.
As a community member I would not be happy to have this right by my home. The
community centre is already established and would not cause additional issues.
Close to our house and I can exercise while wait for my kids do community centre
programs.
More accessible to people with lower income. Close to running track.
This location is easy to access by ttc or vehicles and is in a central rather than
picturesque area.
There is parking and it is in the field so I can run the track in between the work outs.
There are washrooms available for use at the community centre
Parking. Amount of land around it. Easily accessible. Already an exercise hub.
Ease of parking and a more visible area, for safety as a woman exercising alone.
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This is a higher profile location. It has an arena and community centre and running track.
I think the running track lends itself well to the overall fitness theme.
I think this location has the best opportunity for use and is safest because it’s less
isolated.
other places are too close to other ppls property and I think there will be to many
complaints about different ppl coming around their area. parking? driving.
More accessible. Harding Parkette is a very small space. Harrison Properties is a nice
space, but isolated.
More users likely at this site
I like the location
More ttc access ... more traffic for use
Parking available, accessible, safe area not in a park where hidden from view
Easy to access for people in the area.
I lived in a house that backed onto a small green space and trail that had similar
equipment installed. Because of the quiet and privacy of the site it could not be
monitored well and it was vandalized in a short period of time. It was cleaned up and
fixed for awhile but with repeated episodes the equipment was eventually left to rot. A
more open and visible area is best in my opinion.
Birch mount already has parking and other fitness resources that will complement this.
Also easy access by bus. The others do not offer easy access.
Proximity to me and visibility for people who don’t know about it
live nearby it’s great ideas
o A portion of this comment has been blacked out as it contains personal
information.
It's close to the community centre and in a more visible location for the safety of the
users, especially in the early morning or late evening. The other two are in a wooded
location not easily seen by passers by. The opportunity for crime is higher and if
someone collapses while using the equipment, it could be longer before it's noticed.
Workout while children play in the park. Bright and safe area with access to washrooms
Already a great place for activity / community
Better parking and also close to track and other facilities. Harding location is too small
and parking will contest area.
Easily accessible parking. Also this area is already used by soccer teams, track clubs,
birthcmount Collegiats beep program, etc. Personally I have ised these facilities (pool
and track) many tim3s and the fitness pid additiom would be great. I feel that more
torontonians could access it here and k ow that it exists. Thanks...love this survey and
the addition of more fitness facitilies and equipment!
It near the community center great for access ability for everyone close to many TTC
stops for easy access this park would be perfect for this also there is other amenities
there tennis courts ,track in field also there is washrooms in the center that are close by
the other places are too family oriented and should be quiet zones
The few people who would use this stuff would be people who would swim or play
hockey anyway. Makes more sense to have it in the location it would be used most
Community center has parking, garbage disposal, well lit and farther away from wildlife
near bluffs. Better safety and security for people at the community center location. Better
accessibility for persons with accommodation needs. The other two have no parking and
are in quiet residential areas where we don't want loitering and garbage.
Easiest access for those using wheel trans
Tough decision, but Birchmount is more accessible to more people. People who live
south of Kingston Rd. likely already have gym memberships. The people who might
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make more use of the pod might not even be aware it existed if it was in a residential
area.
Accessibility for those who do not drive/ have access to the waterfront parks
Greater visibility, greater access by transit, doesn't feel exclusive. Harrison doesn't
even have a paved path and would not be accessible it should, but that's a different
project. (some) Harrison residents, sadly, opposed a paved trail a few years ago, due
to fear of outsiders.
Birchmount Community Centre (and nearby Birchmount Collegiate Institute) is a well
know athletic centre in South Scarborough and is know very well. The nearby running
track compliments the new fitness pod very well.
I would like to preserve the peace and quiet of the other smaller locations.s
Accessible for parents who are already using the community center
Most accessible via TTC and also free parking. Also if you have to use the bathroom
there’s a community centre.
Most accessible via TTC and also free parking. Also if you have to use the bathroom
there’s a community centre.
Close to other well attended areas should anyone be in distress while using equipment
The other areas have no parking and will cause unwanted cars parked on residential
street. Property one will get more use
More accessible -- other 2 locations are set further back.
Being south of Kingston road is not as accessible. People are already enjoying time with
their families using the pool at birchmount and can complete their fitness and dry off
outside while using the aparatus' there. Furthermore one only needs to go to the beach
to use the already existing equipment on the city lands, so to be honest neither of these
3 spots are really fair to the ward. The more southern regions of ward 20 are already
well appointed while the golden mile is neglected.
Easier access, high visibility, located in high traffic area
This one seems the most accessible to the most people
More access for more people. Other locations more proximate to affluent communities.
Facility has established foot traffic. More accessible. More space
Already a fitness/swimming pool area
Exercise both indoors at centre or outdoors safety - more public area
The community Center is already a hub so it makes sense to put it there. Adults can
bring their children to play at the playground while they exercise on the adult equipment.
Less disturbing to natural surroundings.
feels more accessible and doesn't feel like it is meant for the local community /
neighborhood only
Easy access by TTC. Parking. Handicap access.
This location is more accessible and is already a destination for members of the
community. Adding this would create even more options as a 'hub' destination.
Closer to my home. parking available - other sites require street parking which might be
a problem for local residents
Ease of access
Would be great to have everything in one place
easy to get there by ttc and wheelchair assessability is important to include everyone.
I would like to keep the green spaces at Harrison properties and Harding parkette
Accessibility. The other locations are hidden, with minimal parking available. Birchmount
Community Centre is the obvious choice.
Closer to where inlive.
The pod looks incredibly ugly. So keep it away from our beautiful little parks. Whats
worked in toronto recently are the outdoor patios, flowers and plants. Not more steel etc
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and cold looking structures. You also need other equipment to make the pods really
functional for exercise that the majority of people 'might' be able to do. Look at the
exercise pods in London, England - you can actually exercise on them without more
equipment. The majority of people CANNOT MAKE EXERCISES WORK on these
structures because its too advanced. Waste of Money. Bad choice.
With other sports stuff and quieter for the other parks.
Parking in Kingston rd makes option 2 less than ideal, option 3 would basically be a
private gym for those immediate residents only. Option 1 is the only real community
location.
Preferred spot
it is closest to me
Better access. Parking. Harding very small. Birchmount more open and safe
High visibility, high number of people in this location, parking,
I think the community Centre is the best bet as it would get the most traffic, parents
could also use it while their kids are in the community centre doing classesQ
More visibility, safer for women to use on their own.
parking availability, close to other fitness facilities, non-residential area compared to
other 2 locations
Birchmount Community Centre has better parking available and is easily accessed.
It is more central and close to bus stops. Harding park is small, and harison is too out of
the way /secluded. Safety wise the community centre location is close to a busy street
and well lit even at night .
Birchmount has a commitment to serve low income families, along with all community
members. It would be more easily accessible to everyone. The other two locations are in
higher income neighbourhoods and would be less accessible to everyone.
Ample parking without increasing residential road traffic. Also, transit accessible as well
as easily accessible for mobility devices.
Available parking
Visibility. Access for teens/students as well as rest of community
Great accesdible spot for everyone
More easily accessible
High visibility therefore more use, close proximity to the community center, so used by
more people as well, also close to parking and handicapped parking so accessibility for
all.
Free parking, families and people of all ages enjoy the community center, lots of other
activities to do in the community center, will likely enjoy fitness equipment
Accessibility
Location
There is ample parking at the community centre and the location here is easily
accessible.
Better parking available
Closer to my home. Allows for a workout while other parents swims with child
visible, accessible and on main road. people workout at park and track
Proximity to community centre makes it accessible for many people including families.
It’s a community centre. It’s well attended by al sorts of people. Guaranteed use.
More accessible from where I live. Also, not in the middle of residential area. Fits well
with the rest of the Birchmount Stadium area.
All poor choices, let's get playgrounds in farther east.
Best location
Parking, busy area deters vandals
Proximity to different ages, existing community center
18
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Easy access
It’s on a great piece of land closer to a main intersection.
Parking is a big plus at Birchmount.
Easier for the kids to get to since they are already at the cc
High visibility and thus more likely to be used. Less chance of being vandalised because
of this fact.
More accessible for more of the community
Parking, more welcoming, public transport
More accessible location for most people
It’s the most accessible and already seen/used as a recreation and fitness destination
for all kids and adults alike from the super fit to the casually active. Plus the other 2
locations are in quiet neighborhoods that wouldn’t do well with and don’t need additional
development, traffic & trash etc that will inevitably be part of this
Close to me, easily accessible. Park nearby for my kids to play. Other things nearby like
the pool, track and public washroom are nice
Most accessible
Largest audience will see and use it
Proximity to other athletic facilities, services and parking
Also, have we considered other parkettes? Monarch Park has a number of local gyms,
after school care programs locally that would be able to use the equipment.
I think the location is best for accessibility and in terms of amenities offered.
Close to existing park and parking and therefore would function similar to Greenwood
Park . Other locations pretty much restrict access to trail users and local residents
It will allow parents to workout while their kids are in the playground, community center,
pool, etc
It is close to the community center which i already use. I also bet that parents taking
there kids to the playground there will also benefit. The other two locations are within
neighborhoods which if you don't live in you won't go into and discover fitness.
Of the three locations, it is the one that is much easier to access by TTC and is used by
many more people who come from all over. If it is put in either of the other two locations,
it will be seen and used only by the few people who live nearby. Everyone else won't
even know it exists.
Close to Birchmount Park and kids' playground. Parking available. Busy but more
accessible to more people.
Most accessible / parking
To be honest i think it should be in high needs areas of Scarborough not this high
income beaches area. But if these are the only choices then being next to a community
centre makes most sense as there's more people traffic and its more accessible to
people of colour. The other areas are more tucked doesn't seem accessible to people
who don't live there
Proximate to other/existing athletic facilities so will get most use
There is easier Public Transit access to this location
An exercise 💪💪 pod would complement the existing infrastructure already in place !
Easiest to access by TTC.
More accessible
Birchmount community centre is accessible to everyone and is also a fitness area. I
don’t believe the other two locations will be utilized and accessibility is a concern for me.
Birchmount provides a multitude of fitness and will be used more by the community.
Birchmount is the better location. Please don’t put them in these tiny area
Opportunity for use while other family members participate in onsite activities. Existing
access to drinking water and washroom facilities a bonus.
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Open and visible for safety access to parking facilities Next to other fitness resources
(hills track)
Kids can play while parents work out
Wheelchair access
Most accessible. Parking. Won't overrun smaller parkette's.
Most accessible
I am interested in the other facilities as well and also the parking. This location is very
easy to get to as well.
It would get more use at birchmount. But my second choice was Harding for the view
Most accessible location
Close to Kingston road
it is very near me, accessible by TTC & also lots of parking spaces.
More accessible to the greater amount of people. Other locations feel like they are
private parks only used by immediate residents. But at the Community Centre it would
feel like a true public Fitness Pod and would be more visible for people to find even if
they didn't receive communications from the City.
More accessible for me
More access
I can work out while my child plays nearby
Accessible to many prople
It's close to my home and very convenient. It's great that it's in the fresh air, too!
I think it would be the easiest to get to. There is parking. And easily accessible.
More people will be able to access.
Next to community centre
Near the community centre and track field. Fits in well with what is here already.
More accessible to more people, it's a no-brainer.
Location 1
access via public transportation, safety
Location
It's the closest to my house
Close to existing programming
Convenience of location
Best access to greatest number and variety of users. Other sites limited. Also, great fit
with new City facility and BBNC programs. Will help replace loss of access to
Birchmount track that City, for some reason, now keeps locked.
parking, closer to pool and other amenities,
Proximity to where I live
More accessible to wider community: more visible so will be known by more, easy transit
access, near multi-use facility frequenetd by wider demographic. The other two locations
are 'neighbourhood' sites that would make it an amenity only for a smaller (and more
affluent) group.
Birchmount community centre already has all the other facilities and this would be a
great addition and enhancement to give the community a well rounded centre
More easily accessible to me
Closer to my house
Proximity to kids playground, ample parking, great way to kill time while waiting for other
city programs to finish (kids lessons etc.) proximity to first aid trained city personnel in
case of injury
access and parking
More accessible
Easier access stuff there already
20
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The other two locations are fairly small parks with very limited parking facilities. The
Community Canter is more accessible to more people.
Its close to me and to a community where it appears to be well lit for early or late use
will be available to more active participants as the community centre
Ideally I would choose Harding Parkette, but I had to choose Birchmount because of the
ease of parking.
Central location for all residents. Also provides ample parking and shared facilities for all
members of the family.
It’s right beside the current Rec centre and stadium. The other 2 locations are hidden
away on back streets
Easier access. Especially for those who do not drive or have a disability.
Locating it at Birchmount Park makes sense because it is already an indoor and outdoor
fitness hub. There are all ages programs in the park and the community centre.
Birchmount is easily accessible by car, bike, walking or TTC.I strongly oppose the
placement of the pod in Harrison Properties as it is an area of natural beauty suitable for
contemplation and quiet enjoyment, a place to stroll through or to pause and enjoy.
There are also many memorial trees planted there and a fitness pod would seem to me
to be both inappropriate and disrespectful. Harding Parkette would be my reluctant
second choice. While it's on the Waterfront Trail Route, it is a quiet neighborhood minipark and neither gets much traffic nor could it accommodate much. I doubt the pod
would be extensively used in that location.
Accessibility to parking seems like an important for making sure these get used. My
second choice would be Harrison Properties, its just harder for all people to get to
It’s a community Center and it will be an attraction
That area have lots of housing communities which they need it.
It's in a much more public and accessible place. Adults can utilize it while their children
attend programs at the rec centre.
Close to me
accesibility
Birchmount is a community hub for activity. It is easily accessible to the entire
community and has parking. The other 2 options are located on streets with no
sidewalks. People walk on the streets with their children and dogs. The parkettes are
smaller and generally are used with the immediate neighbours on a daily basis. They are
the immediate community’s green space and they should not be disrupted. Should the
fitness pods be located here they either will be used less frequently or will increase car
traffic and increase risk to those walking on the roads of these quiet streets
Perfect location in the middle of the community
best suited area
Supports regentrification of the area

Respondents who selected Harrison Properties:
•
•
•

A popular park with dog walkers, this would make it a destination, rather than a
thoroughfare along the waterfront only.
It would be a nice addition for people who use the trail
...would definitely use it. The park is underutilizes as the
arts council hardly seems alive, so otherwise the park is used for dog walking only. Lots
of people walking and running through so I think the equipment would be well used. The
park needs this and improved (paves) pathway with lights for evening traversing.
o A portion of this comment has been blacked out as it contains personal
information.
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Wide open piece of land with a lot of foot traffic. People that are in a walk to exercise in
the neighborhood would utilize this much more often than either other location.
Community centre is packed full with amenities and Harding is too small.
Close to my home. Also away from other homes. Birchmount Community Centre
already has lots of facilities
Good for walking traffic. Good shade. Safe residential area.
Harrison Properties has the largest amount of available space that is currently not being
utilized. It also provides a generous amount of shade and terrific views. It has easy
access for cyclists and would likely find higher utilization rates among the community
and those passing by on the bike trail.
It’s secluded, and has a great view of the lake
It is a nice little parkette frequented by many people on their way to Rosetta Park. It also
has a nice view of the bluffs and water.
Lots of open space for additional for supplementary exercise. Ideally located on the bike
path.
Larger green space to still allow other to enjoy nature
it is a natural setting with much space away from residential area and also a frequently
used community hub used by hikers, cyclists, walkers.
I feel the space is large enough that people can still enjoy the actual park.
Quiet park and with lots of shade. Currently underutilized, most people just walk through
it. Harding parkette is too small and would feel cramped. Birchmount community already
has lots of sports and exercise facilities in the area, and is under the hot sun for most of
the day
In a park setting that is spacious enough, compared to Harding Parkette, with enough
allowance for distance from nearby homes while allowing users to be ensconced in
nature, which the community centre location doesn’t offer.
Aesthetically pleasing as is Harding Parkette, but with more nearby parking options., but
with more
Birchmount has too much going on already and I think Harding is too small. That being
said, Harding would be my second choice.
This is a great outdoor space with lots of shades provided by the trees (perfect for
working out in the summer) but few people frequent this location, the Fitness Pod will
improve the use of the park greatly.
It's not right on a major street or in front of a children's play park. I believe there is a
similar structure going in at the school on highview. It's also not right in front of
somebody's house despite how nice overlooking the bluffs would be. The Harrison park
is right near the bike path and a large currently empty park.
It’s in a location without much else going on- would be nice to gain use of it
Most accessible, close to birchmount which already has athletic infrastructure. Harrison
properties has a lot of unused space and can benefit from becoming a multi purpose
space. Also more parking is available via Rosetta gardens.
Lots of space, shade, by water, nice breezes. Harding too small, birchmount too busy.
Harrison right on waterfront trail.
Strongly believe the exercise station would take up a much greater proportion of the
green space at Harding Parkette, a green space that is already very limited in size.
Either of the two alternative locations would be far less impacted. Also believe this
facility will not be used often in this location and likely more so at Birchmount where a
cluster of similar facilities already exists.
Not so exposed to the street and nice to have something in a different place.
Many people jog or bike through here now so it woukd be a nice addition to the
waterfront trail
Nothing currently there but wide open space
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It's a larger area and set away from traffic/roads.
Ideal location
Bigger space
Away from road more private
Offers more privacy from main roads. More park like setting with shade from trees
Many people use the trail to exercise already so it could be worked into their routine and
it's a larger quiet park so it won't take up too much space or detract from others
enjoyment of it the way it would at Harding. I wouldn't want to exercise beside all the
traffic on Birchcliff either.
Birchmount already offers multiple opportunities for exercise and Harding is too secluded
to attract high numbers of constituents. Harrison is situated along the Waterfront Bike
Trail and has ample shade for hot summer workouts.
Adjacent to a trail so can incorporate a full body workout.
Larger space than harding Parette but still more “quiet” than birchmount
Harrison properties is a more shaded area so the equipment wouldn’t heat up in the
summer
I orefer to keeo this away from a playground. Although kids could use the equipment it
will predominately be adults. Unfortunately there will be people that dress or act
inappropriately while working out and that shouldn't be around or in view of children. I
think its safer to keeo the playground area for children and parents.
There’s already a lot happening at the community centre. The empty space at Harrison
should be utilized!
Most likely to use in this location
Accessible and close to my home.
Easily accessible via transit, visible, great space
Closer to my house
Lots of space. Quite spot.
Not sure just seem to be a nice location
It is presently unused space in a lovely shaded area that provides good shade without
full sun for exercising. It is already on an accessible walking route that is easily
wheelchair accessible without the congestion of cars, motor vehicle exhaust, and is a
lovely, quiet , peaceful environment for people of all abilities.
Harrison is great because people already use that park for exercise - running and dog
walking mostly - and it would be less prone to vandalism there. It’s still very near the
community Ctr and easily accessible, plus it has much nicer views. I think the people
who are most likely to use it would likely use it more there - including myself, and the
seniors who currently frequent Rosetta for walks, among others. I actually live closer to
the Community Ctr, but I go running in and around Rosetta because it’s much nicer there
and feels safer. Plus I’d rather exercise among nature than the side of a road or parking
lot. My second choice is still the Community Ctr location because it encourages those
who are less likely to use it to consider it, due to visibility. Harding Parkette, in my
opinion, should be cut from the list of considerations because it’s too far into that
exclusive feeling neighborhood, where most people outside from there would be unlikely
to go.
I like that there is nature around, and shade from the sun. It would be more peaceful as it
is far from the noise from the road
more private location, people will stop there on their walk/bike through the area versus it
beimg more of a destination.
Harding is too small
Good location south of Kingston accessible from three sides in an area devoid of
anything built up.
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It’s well shaded, easily accessible and slightly private
Would be good for runners and bikers. The area has enough foot traffic to be safe but
woild not feel awkward exercising next to a main rd.
Shaded location
A lot of other facilities/exercise options already exist at Birchmount Center and I think
Harding Parker’s is too small.
Outside open space and closer to me
Less busy than the community center area
It’s a great park with lots of space and no congestion
Important to have this located in an area that is not already served with other exercise
equipment/features.
Birchmount location is well served, inside and outsiide. exterior aspect at Harrison
seems ideal and will draw draw pwoplw at the boundary between Toronto East and
Scarborough southwest. Toronto southeast is not well served for public gyms. and covid
will change the dynamic long term for the use of indoor facilities.
Fits into the setting, away from congestion.
Quiet, more privacy when exercising,under trees, no cars passing by, close to the
waterfront trail. If close to the community center and playground, it will be used by kids
and as a hangout place
Close to Bluffs, not as busy.
It’s a lovely quiet area overlooking the water. Offers a nicer space than on the main road.
Plus placing it here breaks up fitness locations rather than everything being at one site
(Birchmount). Harding parkette is on the noisy Main Street. Car and noise pollution
would be unpleasant.
Many of these exercises can be down at Birchmount community centre. By the lake
gives a nice view without a bunch of people hanging around watching.
It seems the most accessible.
Ample space and shade.
Feels right
Location is not as conjusted as the others. Lakeside
I like the Parkette setting. But it is still close to to Birchmount Stadium and park for other
fitness needs. Close to transit. Won't disrupt neighbours
In the middle. Better environment
Proximity to a multitude of both local and waterfront users make this an ideal spot for a
mixed-use fitness area.
Closer to my house and I won't have to cross a major street.
There is already enough at the community centre. Ideally somewhere people without
cars can access would be best
awesome spot. would be great for waterfront trail.
It’s more public. I can’t believe the home owners around harding would be very happy
with yet more people coming into their area. That street and along kingsbury is already
so busy it would be awful to bring even more outsiders into their quiet little corner
Lovely green space en route to Rosetta McLean
Enough space to allow distance from those people exercising and who wish to enjoy the
parks other aspects.
There is more room here.
Path used by runners should add to their fitness program
More private location to workout. More shade.
I like that's it's next to a trail as opposed to facing or right next to someone's house.
Additionally, I find Birchmount to be a rather busy street with cars going quite quickly
which I think is distracting when excercising.
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It is nice here
It’s shady which works well for working out, especially in the summer. It’s also in a very
underused park. Harding is good, but it’s small. Birchmount has enough there already.
Spread out the recreation a bit.
Lots of cyclists, walkers and joggers pass by this area. Plus the Bluffs needs more things
to do!
Seems to be the best spot.
A draw for an unused location. Birchmount has a ton of things already.
Good spot related to waterfront walk
Along a busy biking and walking path.
Under utilized park space. Lots of people walking and biking through. Good amount of
shade.
A lot of people walk through this location, running, walking or biking. It will be a great
supplement having the equipment there and it is a large location
Close to home
Lake view would be nice. Like this location on the trail.
Great location tied close to the water trail
That’s our root
It is south of Kingston Road, in an area/along a route that is used by walkers, runners
and cyclists. This park has enough space and shade that it will not encroach upon
people just passing through.
Awkward at community centre and too close to residential on other
It helps to activate this space between two dead-end streets, and is a quiet place to work
out. As someone who isn't a serious athlete but who wants to get regular exercise, I
might find it intimidating to be at the entrance of the Birchmount community centre, so
would prefer this location at Harrison Properties.
It's more central to the area, very accessible, and unlike the recreation centre option, not
clustered in an area where there are already amenities
Birchcliff already has amenities. Harding Park too small, no shade, unsightly at road!
Harrison perfect, open area, shade and enough space! Please include some seniors
equipment!
Beautiful shady location and nice to have options on south side of Kingston rather than
concentrated on north side where there is already existing infrastructure.
Closest to my current residence
It’s closest to
o A portion of this comment has been blacked out as it contains personal
information.
I think it would be good at harrison properties because there is enough at Birchmount
CC and Harding Parkette is quite small and exposed, people might not want to use the
facilities in this small area where everyone can see. People use harrison properties to
walk, ride and might enjoy those other facilities
Good gathering spot away from Kingston and close to a view
It's a lovely area with lots of shade and cool breeze. Closest to me and within walking
distance.
Close by
Some senior friendly equipment would be a nice addition
It’s away from traffic, close to beautiful Rosetta Park.
Harrison properties is large enough and well shaded. Much much much better than
putting it at Birchmount where it will be constantly overrun with kids and less accessible
to people actually looking to workout
Closest to my house
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Great addition to a walk in/to the park
It is a bit further from the road in case people feel self conscious about using the
equipment, but still close enough that it should be safe for vulnerable people.
Here are a few points: I would not see a good fit at the Birchmount community Centre
as we have access to many sport equipment at this location already. Also the new
playground nearby will create a busy area. At the Harding Parkette it is small And many
houses around can be disturbed Harrison properties sound perfect to me lots of space
and on bike and run path so potential user will find it on their workout Best of luck in the
projects and thank you for improving our community.
Accessible by those who use the Waterfront Parkette
Not so out in the open as Birchmount with lots of vehicle traffic. Also part of waterfront
trail so you can walk or bike
It is along a nature trail and great fot those whi use the leisure trail for hike, walking ir
jogging.
As long as it excludes Harding. I do not think there is room without tree removal there.
Harrison would be better.
More convenient
Honestly, cause of the accessibility and locayo0n t9 the most users.
Away from traffic, shady, protected location, doesn’t dominate/overwhelm the space the
space
Nice to have some amenities near trail.
It is closer to the low income properties on Kingston Rd.
I believe that this property is the best choice for the area. More people use this park and
the Birchmount side is used for tobogganing in the winter
Better location for bike/pedestrian travel and less crowded/noisy location
Great location with trees that would allow for better workouts in a shady private area.
more private.
Currently Underused location
Out of the way so it won't be too busy, yet closer to the rest of Scarborough than harding
parkettein view of the lake.
It has a trail, more nature than the others. Good spot.
More secluded area with adequate shade and tree cover.
I think having it at the community centre will lead to more people/kids playing on it as
large groups hang out at the centre. Harrison properties is less busy and therefore
people can go there specifically to use the equipment
Harrison is in the middle and lacks a focus point for engaging the community.
Will get more use by the right people. If at Birchmount community centre it will have tons
of kids “playing” when people want to actually workout
View of the lake,quite location
Closer to lake. Less traffic than other locations
Quite
From the map, it looks like the shortest walk from the bus route on Kingston Road. Not
everyone has a car. I would have preferred a spot more accessible to public transit such
as the park at Fairmount school, not too far from the Kingston Rd 12 route on
Brooklawn.
It is along a popular jogging/walking route for residents of the neighbourhood.
Harding is too remote, Birchmount already has a huge concentration of amenities.
More readily accessible, location serves more people & its further removed from main
road like Birchmount
More space and won’t cause crowding for other activities like walking, biking, running
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Great spot
Both the Harrison Property and the Harding Parkette are good choices. They are both on
the Waterfront Trail which is the attraction for the traffic that will be interested in a little
extra for their exercise.
Quieter location and convenience
More private,
There are too many incidents of youth creating problems at the recreation center. Those
who are using the fitness pod would rather not be hassled.
Most peaceful
Closest to me. With mo parking more will walk there
There isn't much in that parkette.
Harding or Harrison. Either
At Birchmount, it will likely be only used by children as an extension of the playground.
Harrison is a lovely spot which already gets significant use by the public as a walking
and relaxing location, where we can see wildlife. I walk past Harding 5x/ week and
rarely see anyone there-human or beast!- it would be great to have that space
activated, and neat to be able to view the lake while exercising.
Along bike and walking path. In the open so less likely to be vandalized.
Closeby
Closest to me, lots of potential users along the waterfront trail
I like that the location is private and is shaded.
Quieter and more accessible
While I prefer the Community Centre location, the pod would eliminate the only green
space for kids, families and Boys and Girls Club after-school-program to play close to
the existing playground. The green space at the field behind the Community Centre has
already been taken over by athletic groups training (unsure if private or public), making it
not very accessible for the community.
This is an area frequented by people who are exercising (walking/running) on the
waterfront trail. It is in a quiet residential area that is better suited for fitness activities.
Nice area to exercise & also overlook the lake.
Westwards isn't any rec-space or facility yet, opposed to the sports facility and big lawn
at birchmount and the rosetta mclain garden. Actually a spcial place for families would
be more appropriate
Closer to my residence and good use of small space
BCC gets too hot mid-summer..direct sunlight.....would not be used....Harding Parkette
....great view....is more temperate
Closer to more houses and therefore more people are likely to use it.
There isn't much south of Kingston Road and Harding Parkette serves a high number of
local residents who will respect the equipment within the family-focused community.
Either Harrison Properties or Harding Parker’s would be ideal. Adding yet another facility
at Birchmount Community Centre will make it very dense. Already there are many
facilities to use. Spread the love!
Quiet and not busy
View
It’s simply the best of the three choices
Close to my home
Work out with a view along the water front trail in a park that currently only has a bench
I take walks there and it is in a parkette that does not get used frequently. Users in my
area may benefit from not having to cross Kingston Rd to use it. Second choice ia
Birchmount Community Centre.
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Off the beaten path
Least busy area of the 3 rec’s
Less foot traffic and view of lake
The park is a little barren so it would be nice to have something there
Quiet location as opposed to BCC but not too obscure of a location as the Harrison
properties.
Birchmount would be too close to the play ground, making it often used by children for
play limiting use for adults, Harrison properties often used for dogs and I also believe the
structure would take away from the beauty of that site. Harding Parkette is hardly used,
and just the size for this sort of thing.
It is along the waterfront trail - those serious about fitness use that trail. BCC is too busy
and plenty of places already to work out there with the playground etc. It would be lost at
Harrison
More people live on that side of Kingston Rd and crossing Kingston Rd is too dangerous.
It is within walking distance of the two new condos on Kingston Rd.
View of lake. Limited current amenities.
Other parks already have amenities which will draw users, Parkette having this feature
will attract more passerbys who may not otherwise stop there
Easy to get to
No other fitnese amenities closeby. It would really bring the community together.
Great view, proximity to neighbourhood walking network, a great little piece of land
currently underused.
Close to the water
There is no other fitness facility near there.
Off the beaten path.
More convenient and quiet location
Quiet secluded location
Near my walking route
Part of the waterfront walk and it makes sense to have it there
This site lacks alternative exercise facilities.
Nearest me, I like the lakeside location .
It is along my running route and I would use it there.
Less exposed to the public. I wouldn’t want to work out with strangers watching.
Birchmount C.C. is often very busy, Harrison Properties is a quiet park with memorials
(would be disrespectful in my opinion), Harding Parkette is RARELY used and a waste
of usable space.
Great space. Convenient. Would love to work out here.
It's close to where I live. The one in ashbridges beach is too busy
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